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Nestled on the tranquil shores of St Huberts Island, 24 Salacia Close beckons you to a coastal paradise. This large brick

and tile family home seamlessly blends traditional charm with coastal aesthetics. The architecture is timeless, lending

itself to the many segments of todays market.Step inside, and you'll immediately feel the spaciousness and charm of this

residence. Downstairs, you'll find a harmonious mix of elegant tile and inviting floorboards, creating a comfortable and

stylish atmosphere. As you ascend to the bedrooms, the soft carpeting underfoot provides a warm and cozy feeling.The

heart of the home, the family chef's dream kitchen, awaits you with its island bench and stone benchtops. This area

seamlessly connects with the living and dining spaces, making it a perfect setting for family gatherings and entertaining.

These living areas, in turn, flow effortlessly to the outdoor deck.The outdoor space is where your waterfront lifestyle truly

comes to life. You'll be captivated by the stunning water views, and the solar-heated pool is the crown jewel, providing

enjoyment year-round. Additionally, your own private jetty is a gateway to aquatic adventures and tranquil moments by

the water's edge.The property is designed with families and entertaining in mind, offering a thoughtful floorplan. The

living areas provide ample space for relaxation and togetherness, and the generously sized bedrooms ensure everyone

has their retreat. Convenience is paramount, and the standalone garage is spacious, offering ample storage for your

vehicles and belongings.St Huberts Island is known for its relaxed coastal lifestyle, and you're just a short drive away from

pristine beaches, perfect for sun-soaked days by the sea. Plus, convenient transport options connect you to the wider

region, ensuring all your needs are within reach.Contact Lachlan Hook today on 0412 257 699 for a private inspection

and experience firsthand why this waterfront property should become yours.


